Indus Net Technologies to Participate In InsurTech Rising London
Europe’s Largest InsurTech Summit
Kolkata, October 13, 2017: Indus Net Technologies, an eminent name in the global technology industry will
participate in InsurTech Rising 2017, Europe’s largest InsurTech Summit. The event will be held from 16th
October to 18th October, 2017 at Business Design Centre, London. Renowned players in the field of insurance
and technology from all corners of the world will participate in the event. Indus Net technologies is the only
company from India to be among the top sponsors for the event.
The term InsurTech has gained lot of importance in today’s digital world. It simply refers to the application of
technology in solving the problems in the insurance industry in order to gain savings and efficiency from the
current insurance industry model. Currently, the insurance industry is at a pivotal point where innovation and
application of technology are amalgamating with the age-old industry model. The summit will focus on the
future of insurance industry built around business challenges, innovative solutions and areas attracting most
investment for the sector. The summit will also highlight the latest development on the field of InsurTech and
where they fit in to the bigger picture of the insurance industry’s digital transformation with face to face
interactions with digital leaders and InsurTech entrepreneurs etc.
“Insurance Industry is going through a digital transformation. InsurTech has become one of the most vital cogs
for the revival of the global insurance industry. As Indus Net Technologies is growing it's footprints in the
InsurTech and FinTech markets, this event will give a boost to our profile as we will be able to showcase our
innovation in a global platform”, said Mr. Abhishek Rungta, Founder & CEO, Indus Net Technologies.
Indus Net Technologies will be showcasing their core expertise in consulting and implementing digital
innovation strategies for Insurance Companies, Brokerage Firms and InsurTech Enablers at the summit. With its
20+ years of cross-industry experience and technological expertise across all major business functions, Indus
Net Technologies helps Large Enterprises and Governments across the globe embrace the “Nexus of Forces” –
Cloud/Web based Custom Application Development, Enterprise Mobility and Digital Marketing services to make
their businesses future ready.
About Indus Net Technologies:
Indus Net Technologies is an award-winning, global digital consulting & services Company, which help you grow
faster, save smarter and serve better through a synergetic application of digital technology and marketing.
We provide enterprise-grade software development (cloud/web and mobile applications), analytics and digital
marketing solution for mid to large enterprises across forty countries through offices in India, UK, USA, Canada,
Brazil, Singapore and Saudi Arabia.
We have proven expertise in Financial Service, Banking, Insurance, Publishing, Entertainment, Retail,
Professional Services & Government verticals.
We are ISO 9001, ISO 27001 certified and appraised for CMMi Level3. We are known for being agile, flexible and;
our partnership approach, innovation and technology excellence.
More details about the company can be gathered from www.indusnet.co.in
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